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We have previously presented results concerning the 

characterization in the X band of superconducting niobium nitride (W) 

films prepared by reactive DC mgnetron sputtering (1). The rnain advantages 

of this material for RF cavities are: law secondary electron emission 

coefficient (2),  good imrmnity against radiation and chemical agents and 

less serration in oxidation than niobium, indicating less RF residual 

losses and higher RF breakdown fields (3). bbreover, thermal breakdawn due 

to the quenching of certain microscopic regions fran the superconducting 

state to the normal state is reduced thanks to the high transition 

temperature. Finally, NW exhibits lawer FP losses than Nb, at the same 

temperature (1 ) . 

techpiques are usually employed to prepare the so-called 6- 

NW phase having good superconducting properties: reactive sputtering in a 

nitrogen-argon atmosphere, and thermal diffusion of nitrogen into niobium 

followed by a rapid quench cooling. 

Sputtered NW films have granular type microstructure, yielding 

high Ba - a d  Jc - fluxoid properties ( 4 ) .  and are well-adapted for the 

protection of surfaces with simple forms. Hmever for cunplicated 
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geanetries it is rather difficult to obtain NbN films by this 

technique. n'lernral diffusion technique has been used for the first time 

abcnrt forty years ago ( 5  ) , but has been rarely employed since then, due to 
the difficulty for obtaining the 6 - NB4 phase at temperature below 1300°C. 

For our application to RF cavities, the NhH obtained by themm1 diffusion 

is intended not to be of the granular type structure, having thus lawer RF 

residual losses R,=, and higher RF breakdown fields Bair The results 

reported here are related to NW abtained by the thermal diffusion 

technique on bulk niobium at temperatures wll below 1300°C. 

2. - PREPARATIaJ aF NIOBIUM NITFam 

The phase diagram of M3N (6) shows different phases, among which 

the 6 phase is the needed one for good superconductivity; it has a cubic B1 

structure , exhibits high transition temperatures (Q 17 K), but is stable 
only at temperatures higher than about 1300 'C. Its prepratia under other 
conditions entails either quenchmg, or impurities such as, for instance, 

wgen (7,810 

The NbN samples have been prepared at KfK (Karlsruhe 1. The bulk 

niobium used is first cleaned, then heated at high temperature (1 850 'C) 

during hcurs at 10-' Pa, then cooled down to about 800°c, ( -  10-*~a), 

where gasems nitrogen is admitted at a pressure of 1 Pa during 5 minutes 

for the nitridation process. The wen is then turned off and nitrogen is 

rapidly admitted until 1 bar, for the cold quenchmg process (9). Using 

this simple technique, we have prepared a 'E011 mode cavity resonating at 

9 G~z,and cylindrical rods used as test samples for the determination of 

the transition temperature using the inductive methcd at l w  frequency 

(F,< 1 MHz). 

m e  measurement of Tc is performed with the irductance variation 

method on a magnetic coil, the core of which is the NW rod. The 

measurement frequency is in the 100 kHz to 1 MHz band. The magnetic coil is 

part of a resonant circuit which is excited by a tunnel diode and the 

r e s m t  frequency is recorded as a function of temperature. The transition 
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-2 temperature is oMained with good precision ( 10 K) thmugh fitting, and 

the penetration depth is given by the eigenfreqwncy variatian. The values 

obtained are then cmpred with the results given by measurenents at high 
frequencies . 

The apparatus used for characterizatian at high frequencies (9 

GHz) has been described in a previous paper ( 1 ) .  The surface resistance is 

derived fran measurwnents of the quality factor Q as a function of 

temperature. The pemtration depth is determined frun the variation of the 

eigenfmquency F, of the cavity as a function of tenperature T, when T 

increases towards Tc. If AF is the variation of the resonant frequency Fo, 

the following relation is given by the perturbaticn theory: 

where A A is the variation of the penetration depth and G the geanetrical 

factor. 

4.-  EXPERl3ENTAL RESULTS. DISCUSSION 

RF measurements have been performed with a cavity oscillating at 

9 GHz in a TEOl l ncde. Following the BCS theory, the penetration depth Xoat 

T  = 0 K and the transition tgnperature T are obtained by the fit of 
C 

(fig.1): 
AA(T) = A O /  ~ - ( T / T ) ~ ) ' ~ =  XOY 

Fig, 1 - Cavity resonance frequency as a function of temperature 
675 
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Fig. 2 - Variation of penetration depth versus Y 

(a,b) : thermally diffused NW 

( c ) : splttered M=N 

Y = l /  (l - ( T / T ~ ) ~ ) ~ ' ~  
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Figures 2a and 2b show the Variation of penetration depth versus 

Y, respectively at low frequency ( inductive method and high frequency. In 

fig.3 we report sane results obtained for Rs in the temperature range 

5 . 5 < T c 9  K.& the same figure are plotted the BCS theoretical curve for 
niobium at 9 GHz, almg with the best results we obtained earlier with 

sputtered NbN (1 ) : it should be mphasized that thennal diffused W 

exhibits a surface resistance which is 2 to 3 times lower than the 

theoretical value for niobium. 

Fig. 3 - Surface resistance as a function of temperature 

Following the BCS theory, the energy gap A(0) at T <T /2 is 
C 

obtained by plotting R versus ( 1 /T) . The value found, A ( 0 = 1 .4 kT for 
C 

5.5 < T < 7.5 K, is relatively l w  and could be due to weak superconducting 
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regians, likely M3N0.8 ooO2 ( 3 1, or due to N rich NW existing at surfaces 
and interfaces. With sputtered W, we have measured values for 4 0) / k ~ ~  

ranging f ran 1 .7 to 2 in the same temperature range and increasing with 

film thickness (1 ). 

Canparing the results obtained at both l w  and high frequencies, 

it is observed that the Tc value is nearly the same. The relatively lw 

value obtained for Tc shows that the 6 @use is not stoechianetric. The 

results have been appreciably impraved by operating a very rapid cold 

quenching fran nitridation tgnperature down to roan temperature, or sl-r 

nitridation at 600°C. Using a furnace equipped with a fast cooling turbine 

and under the same elaboration corditions as above, w e  obtained better 

results with Tc 1 14 K. Finally, recently improved diffusim conditions 

allow Tc as high as 16 K (9). 

As discussed in (11), the results on NW, i.e.: 

- A(O)/~T values decrease with decreasing temperature (10) 
C 

- fitted X -values depend on frequency and temperature 
0 

range ( 1 1 ,  
are indicative for weak superconducting regians. These inhunogmeities are 

the result of the cunplicated Nb-N-O phase diagram where the strain in 

nitridation and ,oxidation plays an crucial role - besides the nucleation 
(8,111. 

The Tc '1 1.5 K of the W can be explained by excess N given by 

this high pressure ( - 1 bar) nitridation. The slope changes in fig.2a at Y < 6 

shm then, that even more N (or 0) is built into the surface, lowering 

locally the superconducting interaction. The proximity effect of these 

regions enhances the slope X. for Y >/ 6, explaining so the hiqh value of 

X =1.6m.For even lmer Y and higher frequencies (fig.2b) the fit parameter 
0 
is reduced f w r ,  making the value X. = 85 m obtained by Qlz 

measurements plausible. ?he difference between the GHz -results, A o = 8 5  m 

for diffused NW (fig.2b) am3 A o = 3 7 5  m for sputtered NW (fig.2~) (1) m y  

be caused by NW 0 differing due to preparation differences. The slope 
l-X X 

changes X. with Y occurring for this sputtered NW below Y - 1 .05 - 
ca-qared to changes for Y 4 6 or Y 6 2 (fig.2a,b) - indicate that a 
continuous spectnnn of '*P, values" exist at NbN-Nb20, surfaces. ?his is in 

contrast to Nb where the larger coherence length ( - 10 m) yields 
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averaging of IWlx ( X 1 ) and Nb regi- ( 11 ) . These continuous gap 
changes at NW surfaces shaw up also in A - values decreasing with 

temperature, depending cm preparation. Thus high A /KT, - values abme 1 
are absented for tenperatures above Tc/2 ( 1 1, whereas value below 1 are 
typical ell belaw Tc / 2  (1 0,12). In line with the results sum~rized in 

( 1 1 ) , also for W there exist no correlaticsl between A /KTc and residual 
losses. ?bus A 1%. 0.7 has been obsewed for R- c 10"~. 

The W obtained by them1 diffusion of nitrogen has good RF 

supercoducting properties, and in addition it has the. merit of easy 

operation and can be applied to canplicated -tries (9). &sides,- Nb205 

acide layer is thinner than in the case of Nb, shuws less serration and 

greater stability, With opthized diffusian conditions, greater Tc can be 

expected, giviqg thus better RF properties. Recent experiments on the 

Cornell type cavity (13) and on a helix cavity (14) both mated with a NbN 

film by the technique described abuve, show that the maximum attainable 

electric field is essentially the same than that obtained with the uncoated 

niobium cavity, Yet more experiments are needed both at high and l w  

frequencies, i.e. for high and l w  8 structures, to improve reasonably the 
maximum field and to check the endurance of the layers against repeated 

thermal cycles. 
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